Not ready to apply to APME yet?

5 things you can be working on to get ready to apply:

01 Focus on doing a great job in your school work! (You need a 3.7 high school GPA to be able to apply)

02 If you do not have references, work on getting to know some references who are able to speak to all the reasons why you are a good fit for APME!

03 Build your experience in whatever capacity you can:
   - Certifications (CPR/First Aid)
   - Shadow Physicians
   - Volunteer in local clinics

04 Connect with mentorship programs:
   - UA Medical Directive is a program that connects high school students with College students as a mentor to help get you ready for college and ultimately medical school

05 Stay connected to see what’s happening in APME! @uazmedapme

Connect with UA Medical Directive here: